Loss of Daylight Vision in Retinal Degeneration: Are Oxidative Stress and Metabolic Dysregulation to Blame?*
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Retinitis pigmentosa is characterized by loss of night vision, followed by complete blindness. Over 40 genetic loci for retinitis pigmentosa have been identified in humans, primarily affecting photoreceptor structure and function. The availability of excellent animal models allows for a mechanistic characterization of the disease. Metabolic dysregulation and oxidative stress have been found to correlate with the loss of vision, particularly in cones, the type of photoreceptors that mediate daylight and color vision. The evidence that these problems actually cause loss of vision and potential therapeutic approaches targeting them are discussed.

There are more identified genes that cause blindness than there are for any other disease (RetNet Retinal Information Network). In part, this is due to our ability to self-report any abnormality in vision. In addition, it may be due to a relatively large target size comprising the genes that are dedicated to vision. When mutated, these genes do not impact reproductive fitness to the extent of, for example, genes that cause heart disease.

Vision begins with the process of phototransduction, an elaborate biochemical cascade carried out by the photoreceptor cells, the rods and cones, located in the neural retina, which lines the back of the eye (1). Rod photoreceptors initiate our night vision and are able to recognize a single photon as a specific signal, a remarkable ability that has resulted from years of evolution. Cones photoreceptors carry out color and high acuity vision, providing our daylight vision, and have many of the same features and vulnerabilities as rod photoreceptors. In our modern world with electricity, low light vision is no longer critical, whereas cone-mediated vision is still essential for our quality of life. In this minireview, we will consider the disease retinitis pigmentosa (RP),3 which leads to loss of both rod and cone vision due to genetic lesions (2). In addition to its intrinsic importance, RP is an excellent model for other diseases that lead to loss of vision. It has defined genetic causes, and there are several animal models with mutations in the same genes as in human RP (3).

Many of the RP genes are expressed only in rods, yet cones still malfunction and die. The non-autonomous death of cones is likely due to a common problem(s), as it is seen in all organisms where there is a rod-specific gene defect and where rods are the most abundant photoreceptor type. Oxidative stress and metabolic dysregulation are two causes that may be common across RP disorders. As is becoming increasingly appreciated in many diseases, these two causes are likely intertwined. In RP, they are relatively new targets for therapy. The evidence for these mechanisms of cone death will be considered here, in addition to some possible points of intervention based upon these mechanisms.

Clinical Progression of RP

RP is characterized clinically as loss of rod (low light) vision, followed by loss of cone (daylight) vision, and is often accompanied by the appearance of pigment within the retina, as well as attenuated vessels and optic disc pallor (4, 5). The symptoms typically begin at birth, with reduced or absent night vision. Loss of cone vision can begin at different ages and in different regions of the retina, but generally, the final loss is in the center, in the macula, giving rise to “tunnel” vision. The macula comprises only cones in its very center and is the area of our highest acuity color vision. The animal models of RP have a retina with the same composition as the human retina, in the area outside of the macula, where rods are >90% of the photoreceptors. In several mouse models of RP, cone death begins when the majority of the rods have died (6, 7). Although the question regarding the causes of cone death is particularly important due to the role of cones in vision, it is also an interesting basic science question. The synaptic partners of rods, the horizontal and bipolar cells, do not die until much later in the disease process (4), raising the question as to why cones are preferentially susceptible.

A simplified version of the progression of cell death and examples of retinal tissue morphology in RP are shown in Fig. 1. Several points are highlighted as potential points for therapeutic intervention, and both specific and generic types of strategies can be envisioned. For example, a specific recessive genetic defect in rods might be remedied by delivery of a normal allele of the disease gene, i.e. by specific gene therapy, prior to loss of the majority of the rods (8–10). This type of specific therapy
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can also be targeted to a dominant allele using a ribozyme or shRNA for knockdown, as is being developed for dominant alleles of rhodopsin (11–13). Alternatively, a generic therapy aimed at slowing or preventing rod death, even in the absence of correcting rod dysfunction, could be envisioned. In such a case, night vision would likely not be achieved, but cone death should be delayed or prevented if rods are preserved. Here, an intervention in the rod death pathway might be successful. Similarly, the addition of a gene such as HDAC4, which has been shown to prolong rod survival in what is likely a nonspecific manner (14), can be carried out. Unfortunately, little is known about the rod death pathway(s), other than the fact that the rods die of apoptosis in those cases that have been examined (15). A second point of intervention is when the majority of rods have died, but cones would still be functional. For this, a greater understanding of the mechanisms of cone death is needed.

Several models for cone death in RP have been proposed. One class of models concerns the loss of trophic support (16). Rods may supply a factor(s) required for cone survival. Even if this is not the underlying cause, delivery of growth factors (85, 86) or HDAC4 (14), aimed at a wider group of RP diseases. Cones can be targeted using antioxidant therapy (20, 21) or gene manipulations that might alter metabolism. Once cones have become unable to carry out normal phototransduction, they can be transduced with halorhodopsin, a light-activated chloride pump (64). After the loss of cones, non-photoreceptor cells, such as bipolar cells and retinal ganglion cells, can be made to respond to light following delivery of channel rhodopsin 2 or melanopsin (87, 88).
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Oxidative Stress in RP

Oxidative stress has been suggested to be one of the causes of cone dysfunction and death in RP (20–22). Photoreceptor cells are under constant environmental and intrinsic challenges that make them highly susceptible to oxidative stress. Their function as light sensors places them in an area where they are exposed to the ultraviolet radiation in sunlight, which induces free radical formation (23, 24). The isomerization of the chromophore 11-cis-retinal by light as part of the normal visual cycle can lead to the formation of compounds that are reactive with short wavelength light. Such reactions can lead to free radical generation (25). To make matters worse, the choroidal blood vessels expose photoreceptor cells to near-arterial levels of oxygen (26), and high oxygen tension induces the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS cause oxidative damage to proteins, lipids, and DNA, all of which have been demonstrated to increase during the course of RP (20). Besides the environmental risks, the high metabolic rate of photoreceptor cells is an intrinsic risk factor for oxidative damage, as ROS form as a natural by-product of mitochondrial metabolism. Given that cones contain twice as many mitochondria as rods in murine retinas and 10 times as many in primate retinas (27, 28), vulnerability to oxidative stress is likely heightened in cones. Finally, NADPH oxidase, an enzyme complex that deliberately produces ROS for host defense and cellular signaling, has also been shown to contribute to cone cell death in RP and in light-induced retinal degeneration (29, 30).

If photoreceptors, especially cones, are naturally under a considerable level of oxidative stress, how do healthy retinas cope with oxidative stress for many decades? Photoreceptor inner segments, which are packed with mitochondria, rely on endogenous antioxidant pathways (Fig. 2) (31). Natural antioxidant enzymes in mitochondria include superoxide dismutases, which convert superoxide radicals (O$_2^-$), the major reactive species produced by mitochondria, to H$_2$O$_2$ and glutathione peroxidases and catalase, which further metabolize H$_2$O$_2$ to H$_2$O. In contrast, the outer segments (OS) of photoreceptors appear to lack such enzymatic detoxifying agents. The strategy that has been proposed for removal of oxidized products in the OS is one in which oxidized proteins and lipids are cleared by daily OS disc shedding and renewal (32). The shed OS are phagocytosed by cells of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), which also provide other support functions for photoreceptors (33).

How might oxidative stress affect cones in RP? One hypothesis is that the redox balance in cones is disturbed by the loss of rods, and oxidative stress elevates beyond the antioxidant capacity of cones. Supporting this idea, studies have found that, after the death of rods, which compose >90% of the photoreceptor population and thus consume the majority of oxygen delivered to the outer retina, the oxygen level per cone increases sharply (22, 34). This is likely due to the inability of choroidal vessels, which nourish the photoreceptors, to regulate blood flow in response to the environmental oxygen level (35). Consequently, the overload of oxygen may be toxic to the remaining cones. This “oxygen toxicity” hypothesis is consistent with the fact that relative cell density is a crucial determinant of cone death (36–38). This model can at least in part explain why cone death in RP is usually a slow process that takes years or decades, during which time oxidative damage may accumulate and eventually kill cones.

In recent years, mounting evidence supports the hypothesis that oxidative stress contributes to cone mortality in RP. Oxidative damage in cones was evident in a pig transgenic RP model and in a mouse RP model (20, 21). Importantly, treating several mouse models of RP with exogenous antioxidants slowed cone death (21, 39). In addition, overexpression of the endogenous antioxidant enzymes, including superoxide dismutase and glutathione peroxidase, in some RP mouse models decreased oxidative damage and prolonged cone survival (40–42).

Oxidative stress is believed to play an important pathogenic role in many retinal and brain neurodegenerative diseases, including diabetic retinopathy, age-related macular degeneration, and Parkinson, Huntington, and Alzheimer diseases (43–45). The neurons with especially high vulnerability to oxidative stress possess two common properties: high oxygen consumption and great energy demand. Although no suitable animal model has been developed for some of these neurodegenerative diseases, the well-characterized animal models of RP have been exploited in the studies cited above. They can also serve as test subjects for therapeutic approaches such as viral delivery of...
Photoreceptor Metabolism—Photoreceptors have evolved an elaborate structure (the OS) in which photons are captured. The OS is densely packed with membranes and opsin proteins (51, 52). In fact, lipids compose 15% of the mass of a photoreceptor, composed with 1% for “average” cells (52). Each photoreceptor contains ~60 pg of protein (52). Because photoreceptors shed 10% of their OS daily, they need to synthesize the membrane and protein equivalent of a proliferating cell each day (53, 54). Additionally, photoreceptors are neurons, and thus, as is typical for a neuron, they need large amounts of ATP to maintain membrane potential. It is thus not surprising that photoreceptors are rated as the highest energy-consuming cells in the human body (55). The high energy requirements of photoreceptors make them especially vulnerable to any imbalances. This is exemplified by the fact that mutations in a gene that is broadly expressed and that affects general cellular metabolism (e.g. isocitrate dehydrogenase-3β) are associated primarily with photoreceptor degeneration, resulting in RP (56). One might also predict that photoreceptor metabolic activity displays signs of both a post-mitotic neuron and a proliferating cell. These dual demands likely require robust regulatory mechanisms that apportion the sources of energy and anabolic materials accordingly.

Metabolic Changes in RP

Common changes in gene expression at the onset of cone death in four mouse models of RP led us to investigate the status of the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR), a key regulator of cellular metabolism (Fig. 2) (7, 50). The activity of mTOR is regulated by phosphorylation, which is driven by nutrient availability, energy levels, and growth factor signaling. When active, mTOR phosphorylates a number of targets that regulate translation, macroautophagy, and metabolic pathways. We found that the phosphorylation of mTOR was reduced in dorsal cones in all four RP mouse models examined as the earliest sign of pathology among cones. In addition, there was a significant reduction in the level of the red/green opsin protein in the ventral cones without a concomitant decrease in the RNA for this protein. This may reflect a reduction in translation, which is under the control of mTOR, or enhanced degradation of this opsin. These changes suggested that the cones might be under metabolic stress. Indeed, the chaperone-mediated autophagy pathway was found to be activated in the RP cones, but not in other retinal cell types. This prompted us to hypothesize that the mTOR phosphorylation status might be low due to the cells suffering from some type of nutrient deprivation and metabolic dysregulation. As insulin signaling can promote mTOR activity, we attempted to decrease or increase mTOR activity by reducing or augmenting insulin signaling, respectively. In a mouse model of RP, cone survival was indeed improved upon insulin injection, whereas cone death was accelerated upon insulin depletion. These data provide evidence that cone survival can be regulated by insulin signaling. These observations are in keeping with findings on the delivery of other growth factors to animal models of RP, which also led to increased cone survival (15, 17). It is important to point out, however, that it is not clear for insulin or other therapeutic growth factors, if the action is directly upon cones and/or is mTOR-mediated. An understanding of the mechanism of these effects might enable the design of more specific therapies.

Photoreceptor Metabolism—Photoreceptors have evolved an elaborate structure (the OS) in which photons are captured and phototransduction is carried out. To accomplish this, the OS is elaborately packed with membranes and opsin proteins (51, 52). Each photoreceptor contains ~60 pg of protein (52). Because photoreceptors shed 10% of their OS daily, they need to synthesize the membrane and protein equivalent of a proliferating cell each day (53, 54). Additionally, photoreceptors are neurons, and thus, as is typical for a neuron, they need large amounts of ATP to maintain membrane potential. It is thus not surprising that photoreceptors are rated as the highest energy-consuming cells in the human body (55). The high energy requirements of photoreceptors make them especially vulnerable to any imbalances. This is exemplified by the fact that mutations in a gene that is broadly expressed and that affects general cellular metabolism (e.g. isocitrate dehydrogenase-3β) are associated primarily with photoreceptor degeneration, resulting in RP (56). One might also predict that photoreceptor metabolic activity displays signs of both a post-mitotic neuron and a proliferating cell. These dual demands likely require robust regulatory mechanisms that apportion the sources of energy and anabolic materials accordingly.

Post-mitotic neurons synthesize their large quantities of ATP by complete catabolism of glucose or lactate. In culture, photoreceptors can take up lactate released by Müller glia (57), which have extensive contacts with photoreceptors in vivo, and can release lactate as a by-product of their own metabolism. As has been proposed for other CNS neurons (58), lactate from glia might provide the majority of the acetyl-CoA that enters the mitochondria for energy generation (59, 60). Proliferating cells need the building blocks derived from glucose for anabolic purposes. One study of photoreceptors has led to the suggestion that, as in proliferating cells, most of the glucose taken up by photoreceptors never enters the Krebs cycle and that it fuels membrane and protein biosynthesis (57). Lactate and glucose may thus be utilized differentially within photoreceptors for ATP synthesis and anabolic processes (57, 59–61), respectively.

Metabolic Model of Rod-dependent Cone Death—On the basis of the observations cited above concerning mTOR phosphorylation and chaperone-mediated autophagy, we suggested that a metabolic problem contributes to cone death in RP (7). The model is based upon the idea that glucose uptake is affected more than lactate uptake in cones in RP. This may be due to the collapse of contacts between the photoreceptor OS and the RPE (Fig. 3). The choroidal blood supply fuels photoreceptors through the RPE cells. The flow of nutrients such as glucose from the RPE to the remaining cones may be disrupted following the collapse of the interface between the RPE and the cones, which occurs when the rods degenerate. Lactate uptake likely occurs independently of the RPE, from the Müller glia, whose processes surround the photoreceptor cell bodies and also form the outer limiting membrane between the photoreceptor cell bodies and the inner segments. This area appears not to be as impacted when the rods die, making it likely that lactate uptake is not as disrupted as glucose uptake. Consistent with the idea of reduced glucose in cones is reduced OS length. A reduction in anabolic processes, which depend upon the glycolytic products of glucose, without an equal reduction in OS catabolism, would lead to a reduction in OS length. Following the reduction in OS length is an overall change in the structure of the cone plasma membrane, which appears very disorganized (62). An overall reduction in membrane surface area might create a downward...
spiral, as it may lead to less surface area over which transporters could operate to bring in more nutrients. However, if lactate uptake can still occur at a level that is less reduced compared with glucose uptake, it might provide an explanation for why cones survive for extended periods of time in RP, even in the absence of any OS. Using lactate as an energy source, cones may still produce enough ATP through oxidative phosphorylation to at least survive. Consistent with this, a recent study showed that mitochondrial fuel, such as pyruvate, was sufficient to prevent the photoreceptor death caused by depletion of glucose in a retinal explant culture system (63).

Finally, although cones are alive for a significant period of time after their OS have collapsed, they do not carry out phototransduction at a functional level (64). Several problems might lead to loss of phototransduction. One is the loss of the OS structure, as the OS is where the phototransduction process is carried out, within highly organized membranous discs. Another might be a reduction in opsin proteins, as there is a reduction in red/green opsin in ventral cones (7, 64). Phototransduction may also be reduced due to insufficient 11-cis-retinal. The first step in vision is the photoisomerization of the opsin-bound 11-cis-retinal to 11-trans-retinal (65). Within photoreceptor OS, 11-trans-retinal is reduced to 11-trans-retinal through a retinaldehyde dehydrogenase, with NADPH as the hydride donor (66, 67). NADPH may be limiting for this reaction, as it is likely in high demand in RP cones. This is because NADPH also is used to reduce ROS, which, as described above, are increased in RP retinas. In addition, the fact that NADPH generation is dependent upon glucose, through the pentose phosphate pathway, might mean that NADPH generation is limited due to reduced glucose uptake. A paucity of 11-cis-retinal might also occur due to the disruption of the interactions between cone OS and the RPE. There is a shuttle of retinals between the RPE and photoreceptors, and as the RPE and cone OS interactions are disrupted in RP, this might reduce the availability of 11-cis-retinal to cones (68). Cones may also be able to acquire 11-cis-retinal from Müller glia, however, as there is evidence for this in chicks, ground squirrels (66) and zebrafish (69).

Insulin Signaling in Photoreceptors—Given the high energy demands of photoreceptors, it would not be surprising if the insulin/mTOR pathway, a key regulator of cell growth and homeostasis, plays a central role in photoreceptor survival. In keeping with the aforementioned result of insulin in RP cone survival, loss of the insulin receptor in rods or one of its downstream targets, Akt2, increased susceptibility to light-induced retinal degeneration (70, 71). Phosphorylation of the insulin receptor in rods appears to be light- and opsin-dependent (72), and dephosphorylation is mediated in the dark by protein-tyrosine phosphatase-1B (73). Loss of protein-tyrosine phosphatase-1B has a protective effect in a model of light-induced retinal degeneration (70), indicating that the increased level of phosphorylated insulin receptor is protective. However, there may be differential effects of insulin signaling in rods and cones. ATP consumption is significantly reduced in rods during the day, whereas it is increased in cones (61). Therefore, the insulin/mTOR pathway might differentially regulate how much energy flows into the anabolic versus catabolic pathway in rods and cones under normal day/night conditions. In support of this idea is the light-dependent phosphorylation of the insulin receptor in rods (72, 73). Additionally, loss of three of the five regulatory subunits of PI3K resulted in cone (but not rod) degeneration after 12 months, perhaps due to the difference in day and night activities between rods and cones (74, 75). PI3K modulates the signal from different growth factor receptors and

FIGURE 3. Schematic representation of rod photoreceptor loss leading to changes in retinal architecture. Before the onset of rod photoreceptor death (A), the interactions between photoreceptor OS and RPE cells are important for photoreceptor nutrient uptake, the visual cycle, and maintenance of photoreceptor structure. When rods first start to die (B), the RPE-OS interactions are not greatly perturbed. However, as the disease progresses (C), the loss of rods becomes very extensive, and the collapse of the remaining cone photoreceptor OS becomes evident. Loss of rods also leads to an elevated oxygen level per cone. D, eventually, the RPE-OS interactions become completely disrupted, which may cause a reduction in nutrient flow, particularly glucose, into the remaining photoreceptors. Cones are shown in blue or red/green, rods in light purple, RPE in pink, and choroid in red.
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is downstream of the insulin receptor but upstream of mTOR kinase activity.

The importance of proper regulation of metabolism in the function and survival of photoreceptors is evident from their energy demands. However, the regulatory pathways that control anabolic processes, oxidation, membrane synthesis, and, more generally, homeostasis in photoreceptors, are just being discovered. A greater understanding of the regulation of these processes within photoreceptors under normal and stress conditions may lead to new treatment approaches for photoreceptor degenerative diseases.

**Future Prospects**

As we learn more about the mechanisms that lead to photoreceptor death, different targets for therapeutics that combat oxidation, metabolic dysregulation, and as yet undiscovered mechanisms will undoubtedly be developed. There is a great deal of excitement about the possibility of using gene therapy to this end. Vectors derived from adeno-associated virus (AAV) have proven successful in the clinic to treat people with Leber congenital amaurosis 2, a disease that leads to photoreceptor dysfunction (76, 77) in which the RPE is the site of the gene defect (78, 79). Multiple groups are developing AAV vectors encoding photoreceptor genes for complementation of recessive diseases (80–84), as well as AAV vectors encoding growth factors (85, 86) or antioxidant enzymes (47–49). The emerging field of optogenetics is also being brought to bear on diseases of the eye. Light-activated channels and pumps are being delivered to the eye either to augment light responses in ailing photoreceptors (64) or to convert non-photoreceptor cells into photosensitive cells (87–91). Stem cell approaches are under development, with more efficient protocols for generating photoreceptors from stem cells being reported (92–94). Nanoparticles are being tested for gene delivery to photoreceptors (95, 96), and protein transduction methods have been shown to work in the eye (97). The longevity of these latter approaches will likely need to be extended for diseases such as RP, for which the time line is likely decades. Importantly, combinations of approaches are likely to be more powerful than any individual approach (98). Having a number of approaches for gene and protein delivery and a number of different targets makes one hopeful that there will be some therapeutic benefits in the coming years for a group of diseases that greatly diminish the quality of life for a growing number of people.